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TBIGONOMETEY.
1. Express the values of—

Sin(A+B)r=
Cos(A+B) =
Sin(A-B)=
Cos(A-B)=

2. Show that—
SinA=r2SinJACosJA.

l-fCosA=2Cos2*A.
l-CosA= 2Sin2JA._ , _ „ TanA+Tanß+TanC-TanATanßTanC3. Show that TanA+B+ C= x_ TanA Tanß _TanA TanC-Tanß TanC "

Show also that the sum of the tangentsof the three angles of a plane triangle is equal to their
product.

4. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the sum of the sides of aplane triangle, to find the
sides.

5. Write down the general value of 6 which satisfies both Sin6= —\and CosB= —— ;
2i

also the value of 6 when Secz#=2.
6. Express the logarithms of 9900, *0099, 99003,
7. The vertical angles from the opposite shores of a lake to a mountain-top 2,730ft. above

its level were 5° 17' 30" and 7° 19' 45" : what is the breadth of the lake and the distance of the
mountain from its furthest shore, the height of the eye at each station being sft. above the lake?

8. The diametersof two concentric circles are 150ft. and 100ft.: what is the area of the ring
included between their circumferences ?

9. In the triangle ABC, the angle A is 34° 28', the angle C = 91° 52', and the side AC = 266 :
what are the sides AB andBC ?

10. In the triangle ABC, if AB = 610, BC = 1063, and the angle B = 30° 29', what are the
angles A and C, and the side AC ?

ALGEBBA.
1. Beduce to its simplest form (a—x)— (2a;—a)— (2— 2a)+(3— 2x) —(1 —a;).
2. Find the G.C.M. of a;2-7a;+lo and 4»3-25a;2+20a;+25.

i*, 2i-*Vr , sB-fi(B<B-2)
3. Simplify -JLJL ana —^ '-.
4* Dmde (jz6ji by -^tf "
1 -r2 tP 2a*2

5. Extract the square root of -3 — 2 + -2 + — -2y+x2.
6. Multiply 3-/(<z— b) by i^(a—b) ; and from 5»/{a—xf take 2a\/(a—x).
7. Solve the following equations:—

x , y A
a + b=p-
«\ V „ '9 -d=Z\
ix+ly-lz=3. \

8. By selling goods for £56 a man gained as much per cent, as they cost him: what did they
cost him ?

9. The tenth part of the sum of two numbers is equal to the fourth part of their difference,
and one of them is as much greater than 10as the other is less than it. Find them.

10. Expand (a—b)6, and explain theprocess you adopt.

GEOMETBY.
1. Define the terms axiom, corollary, hypothesis, converseproposition, problem, theorem.
2. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the other, each to each, and

have likewise the angles contained by those sides equal to each other, they shall likewise have
their bases or third sides equal, and the two triangles shall be equal, and their other angles shall
be equal, each to each, namely, those to which the equal sides are opposite.

3. Through a given point on either side of a straight line of unlimited length draw the per-
pendicular and the parallel of the line.

4. If two straight lines be divided into any number of parts, the rectangle contained by the
two straight lines is equal to the rectangles contained by the several parts of one line and the
several parts of the otherrespectively.

5. If one circle touch another internally in any point, the straight line which joins their
centres, being produced, shall pass through that point of contact.

6. From a given circle cut off a segmentwhich shall contain an angle equal to a given recti-
lineal angle. _ _ „

7. In a given circle inscribe a triangle equiangular to a given triangle.
8. If from a point without a circle any number of straight lines are drawn to the circum-

ference, show that only two of them can be equal to each other, and that, if produced, neither of
any of the pairs of equal lines will pass through the centre.
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